
Leading Singapore Broker
Phillip Nova adopts Signal
Centre’s Signal Stream for
MT5

One of Singapore’s top brokerages for the trading of Stocks,
CFD, Forex, global Futures and Commodities, Phillip Nova has
selected Signal Centre to deliver professional trade ideas and
analysis via their Signal Stream product, to its global clients.

Prioritising their MT5 offering, Phillip Nova’s clients can access
Signal Stream via a fully integrated Expert Advisor (EA) and
via a bespoke email.

As well as receiving a comprehensive set of daily signals
across the FX, Commodities, Indices and Cryptocurrency
markets, Philip Nova’s clients will also benefit from enhanced
weekly insights from the Top 30 global equities, a new
addition to Signal Stream’s portfolio. Produced by the same
experienced team of technical analysts and market
professionals, these new signals have longer timeframes and
will suit equity swing traders.

“Phillip Nova are one of the largest brokers in the Asia Pacific
region with a large product offering across all asset classes.
As we are seeing across the globe, the desire to trade single
stocks continues to grow and we are pleased to be able to
support Phillip Nova in their product expansion with signals on
the Top 30 equities in addition to our existing daily trade
ideas. This service has been built specifically for Phillips Nova
and we look forward to adding more stocks to this portfolio in
the future.”

Teyu Che Chern, Phillip Nova CEO says his clients will certainly
welcome the new features.
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"We have seen an increase in demand for more sophisticated
trading tools and signals. We are happy to partner Signal
Centre and take another step forward to stay relevant and to
meet our clients' changing needs.".

Philips Nova is the most recent broker to follow Vantage
Markets to integrate Signal Centre’s products following the
acquisition by Acuity Trading in 2021; taking advantage of the
enhanced AI technology, design, multiple languages and
delivery channels including MT4/5, email and Telegram.

Press release distributed by Media Pigeon on behalf of Pressat,
on May 25, 2022. For more information subscribe and   follow
us.
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